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While the news from Ukraine pushed investors towards safe havens like the US dollar,
most of the broad USD strength this week stemmed from rising US yields after the Fed’s
Lael Brainard and March's FOMC meeting minutes confirmed a quicker reduction of the
Fed’s balance sheet than in the previous cycle is to come, widening yield differentials
between the US and eurozone, April’s meeting is usually not one for policy action as it
comes without staff projections, so all focus will be on how confident the Governing
Council seems with tightening policy and if their expectation of inflation diverting back
below 2% in 2024 still holds. On top of the ECB meeting, focus in Europe will be on the
results of the first round of France’s 2022 Presidential election as citizens head to the
polls on Sunday to choose their final two candidates for the second vote on April 24th.
Additionally, markets will focus on rate decisions from the Bank of Canada, Reserve Bank
of New Zealand, Central Bank of Turkey and the Hungarian National Bank.

Next week’s European Central Bank meeting may change things as 
hot inflation prints from March put the ECB in a tight corner.

Calendar (all times BST)

Monday – 11/04

02:30
China PPI YoY  (est 8.1%, prev 8.8%)
China CPI YoY (est 1.4%, prev 0.9%)

Horrific headlines from the war in Ukraine filtered through to market sentiment at the start
of the week, resulting in European currencies declining and crude oil prices rising further
as market participants awaited fresh sanctions from the West in response. The US
targeted Russian banks and elites with a new round of sanctions on Wednesday,
including banning Americans from investing in Russia, while the EU sanctioned Russian
coal imports later in the week in its first move targeting Russia’s energy revenue. The
developments around the sanctions weighed on the euro and made the single currency
the worst performer in the G10 on the week, while in the EM space, European peripheries
were hit hard as their domestic economies rely on Russian exports. The Polish zloty was
the only one defying further weakness against the euro after a mammoth 100bp rate hike
by the National Bank of Poland shielded the zloty from excessive weakening.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/fed-set-to-pull-the-plug-and-drain-liquidity-but-brainard-muted-the-market-impact/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/national-bank-of-poland-continues-to-hike-at-full-throttle/
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07:00 UK GDP for February 3M/3M (est 0.9%, prev 1.1%) and MoM (est 0.2%, prev 0.8%)
Norway CPI MoM (prev 1.1%) and YoY (prev 3.7%) for March

GDP data out of the UK is likely to show the slowing in momentum of the UK economy
after test-and-trace spending raised January’s GDP data. With concerns over the cost of
living crisis in the background and waning fiscal support measures, any slip in economic
growth this early on would be cause for concern for the Bank of England.

Tuesday – 12/04

00:50 Japan PPI MoM (est 1.0%, prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 9.3%, prev 9.3%) for March

07:00 UK labour market data for February
Employment change 3M/3M (prev -12k)
Unemployment rate 3M  (prev 3.8%)
Average weekly earnings 3M/YoY(prev 4.8%)

07:30 Bloomberg April eurozone economic survey

07:35 Bloomberg April Germany economic survey

07:40 Bloomberg April France economic survey

07:45 Bloomberg April Italy economic survey

08:00 Turkey current account balance for February (est -5.20bn, prev -7.11bn)
Turkey unemployment rate for February (prev 11.4%)

08:30 Bloomberg April United Kingdom economic survey

12:00 Mexico industrial production YoY for February (prev 4.3%)
South Africa manufacturing production MoM (prev 1.9%) and YoY (est 2.5%, prev
2.9%) for February 

13:00 Canada Bloomberg Nanos Confidence (prev 55.9)

14:00 Russia current account balance for Q1 (prev 46.56bn)

15:00 Bloomberg April Canada economic survey

17:40 Fed’s Evans discusses economy and monetary policy

On Monday morning, the definitive result of the first round of French elections is
published by the Interior Ministry. The elections themselves take place on Sunday the
10th, with vote counting continuing through the night. More on this below.

More importantly for the Bank of England than February’s GDP data will be how labour
market conditions develop. After implying employees to not barter for higher wages amid
the current inflation spike, any signs of continued growth in average weekly earnings,
especially if it rises substantially in line with inflation, will prompt more aggressive action
from the BoE. This is because fears of a wage-price spiral will begin to manifest, which
poses the threat of persistently above-target inflation.
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10:00 Germany ZEW survey expectations index (est -46, prev -39.3) and current 
situation index (est -37.5, prev -21.4) 
Eurozone ZEW survey expectations index for April (prev -38.7) 

11:00 US NFIB small business optimism for March (est 94.9, prev 95.7)

13:30 US CPI MoM (est 1.2%, prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 8.4%, prev 7.9%) for March 

With pricing of expected Fed policy in the US bond market driving cross-asset price
action this week, March’s CPI data may further embolden expectations of back-to-back
50bp hikes by the Fed. Should the data exceed expectations, higher terminal rate pricing
in US fixed income securities may occur. This will likely keep the dollar buoyant.

Wednesday 13/04

01:30 Australia Westpac consumer confidence MoM for April (prev -4.2%)

03:00 Reserve Bank of New Zealand rate decision

23:45 Richmond Fed President Tom Barkin speaks on the US economy

We expect the RBNZ to raise rates by 25bp next week, in line with current money market
pricing. Within the policy statement, we expect the RBNZ to keep the door open for a
50bp hike given continued progress in the labour market and the recent inflation shock.
The release of Q1 CPI data (due on April 21st) and inflation expectations data (due May
12th) will determine whether the central bank will hike by 50bp in May.

07:00 UK CPI MoM (est 0.7%, prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 6.7%, prev 6.2%) for March

March’s CPI reading will be the final print before the Ofgem price cap adjustment comes
into play, which will likely cause headline CPI to spike above 8%. Should inflation continue
to surprise expectations to the upside like it has for the previous five months, and
Tuesday’s labour market data show rising wage growth, the BoE will definitely need to
press ahead with further monetary tightening. This may lend a leg of support to the
pound after money markets priced in a more dovish BoE policy path this week.

09:00 Italy industrial production MoM (prev -3.4%) and YoY (prev -2.6%) for February

12:00 South Africa retail sales MoM (prev 1.5%) and YoY (est 5.5%,  prev 7.7%) for 
February 

13:00 Brazil retail sales MoM (prev 0.8%) and YoY (prev -1.9%) for February

13:30 US PPI MoM (est 1.2%, prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 10.6%, prev 10.0%) for March

15:00 Bank of Canada rate decision and Monetary Policy Report 

We expect the Bank of Canada to use the inflation and labour market forecasts in their
Monetary Policy Report to reinforce their decision to hike rates by 50bp in April while also
starting the quantitative tightening process by passively allowing maturing bonds to roll
off their balance sheet. Our view on the BoC is fully outlined in our latest CAD outlook.

16:00 Bank of Canada Governor Macklem speaks to reports after the decision

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/outlooks/cad-outlook-loonie-strength-to-continue-in-q2-on-higher-oil-and-boc-support/
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Thursday 14/04

00:01 UK RICS house price balance for March (prev 79%)

01:00 Singapore advance Q1 GDP QoQ (est 0.8%, prev 2.3%) and YoY (prev 3.5%, est
6.1%)

02:30 Australia labour market data for March
Unemployment rate (est 3.9%, prev 4.0%)
Employment change (est 20k, prev 77.4k)
Participation rate (prev 66.4)

07:00 Sweden CPI MoM (prev 0.9%) and YoY (prev 4.3%) for March

08:00 Hungarian National Bank rate decision 9est 6.15%, prev 6.15%)

10:00 Bloomberg April Sweden economic survey

12:00 Central bank of Turkey rate decision

The Central Bank of Turkey is set to hold rates steady at 14.0% on Thursday, with drivers
of the decision expected to be in line with last month’s decision to keep rates on hold.
The CBRT has been under substantial pressure from Turkey’s President Erdogan to lower
interest rates in an attempt to raise economic growth, however, given inflation hit a 20-
year high of 61% this week, lowering rates now would only lead to a further meltdown in
the lira, which is the last thing the CBRT would want. Until uncertainties around the war in
Ukraine remain, the CBRT is likely to take a wait-and-see approach with respect to
interest rates.

12:45 European Central Bank rate decision

While Thursday’s European Central Bank’s decision is not accompanied by fresh
projections in April, the meeting will still be of relevance to markets after March’s
substantial upside surprises in nationwide inflation prints from the eurozone. More on this
below.

13:30 US retail sales for March MoM (est 0.5%, prev 0.3%)
Initial jobless claims for week ending April 9th (prev 166k)

09:00 Poland final CPI for March MoM (prev 3.2%) and YoY (prev 10.9%)

13:30 US Empire manufacturing for April (est 2, prev -11.8)

Friday 15/04
Easter bank holiday for most G10 economies
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Politico’s poll of polls shows Macron (yellow) and Le Pen (navy) are destined to enter 
the second round, but Melechon’s polling momentum remains a tail risk

France 2022 Presidential Elections: Macron and Le Pen destined for 
second round

The first round of the French Presidential elections will take place this Sunday, with the
two most likely candidates set to move onto a second round of the election on April 24th
given that the plurality in the French political landscape means a 50% majority for one
candidate in the first round, which is needed for an outright win, is unlikely. Current polls
have incumbent President Emmanuel Macron facing up against National Rally leader
Marine Le Pen in a repeat of the 2017 election in the second round. However, unlike in
2017, preliminary polling is much tighter for both the first and second rounds of the
election, raising the risk of a more disputed election. Tail risks to the current election
projections are presented by expectations of record low voter turnout, the recent
momentum for La France Insoumise leader Jean-Luc Mélenchon, and the accentuated
delay between the second round of voting and the regional elections.

While preliminary polls suggest both Macron and Le Pen will face each other in the
second round of the election, the recent surge in Mélenchon’s polling poses a risk to this
outcome. While we think the rise in Mélenchon’s popularity has occurred too late for him
to meaningfully challenge Le Pen for second place, it is a risk worth observing ahead of
Monday’s results. In the outcome of a Macron- Mélenchon second-round vote, the
probability of Macron becoming President will rise given he will be more palatable for
right wing voters. This leaves the scenario of a Macron-Le Pen second round, which
Macron is currently projected to win by a narrow majority of 53%. However, this isn’t as
clear cut as current polling suggests. Firstly, lower voter turnout poses a substantial risk
for Macron as his base may be discouraged from heading to the polls twice over given he
currently commands a majority over Le Pen. According to polls, 31% of the electorate are
expected to stay at home on Sunday, marking the worst election turnout since the Fifth
Republic began in 1958. Secondly, Macron is unlikely to unite the left in the second round
as effectively as Le Pen does to the right – data suggests that if Mélenchon doesn’t make
it into the second round, almost half of his voters would abstain in the second round, with
the remainder evenly split between Macron and Le Pen.
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Lower voter turnout doesn’t just threaten Macron’s narrow polling majority in the 
second round, but also leaves the incumbent President open to criticism of 

illegitimacy by opposing parties ahead of the regional elections. 

This increases the probability of a cohabitation scenario arising–whereby the government
emerging from the opposition would force the President to compromise on his domestic
agenda—after June’s regional elections. This would mark the first time since 2000 that
the President hasn’t also won a majority in the upper chamber. Further increasing the
likelihood of such a scenario is the abnormal delay between the second round and the
legislative election, which increases the probability of the latter being used as a protest
vote against the newly appointed President.

Currently, EURUSD’s spot level is yet to show the risk building from the upcoming French
elections, however, it is becoming visible in options and fixed income markets. The price
of a 25-delta put option on EURUSD for 1-week has risen by 2% this week to encompass
the election risk, while the increased cost of hedging hasn’t necessarily been shared in
call options, highlighted by the drop in risk reversals – the spread between put and call
pricing. The largest option market adjustment occurred on Wednesday, when polling
data from Ipsos showed Macron’s popularity falling from 28% in the week of March 21-24
to just 26.5%, while Le Pen’s polling increased from 17.5% to 21.5%. The increase in bearish
EURUSD bets has coincided with Le Pen’s rising popularity in the polls, largely due to the
risk that a Le Pen Presidency would likely result in France no longer being a proponent of
further European integration: even though Le Pen has dropped her anti-eurozone and
anti-EU pledges, her presidency would still mark a switch to more nationalistic themes.
This would reduce the possibility of further supranational bond issuance, while risks of
political tensions within the EU are likely to widen sovereign yield spreads. The latter has
already been visible in the 10Y German bund French OAT spread – the rise in 10Y OAT
yields also reflects the risk of a cohabitation scenario.

1-week risk 
reversals dive 
and 10-year 
bond spreads 
widen as Le 
Pen’s polling 
increased on 
Wednesday
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Should both Macron and Le Pen progress to the second-round election on April 24th,
next week’s currency reaction will be dependent on voting splits, voter turnout for exiting
candidates, endorsements by exiting candidates, and sub-polls showing second round
voting intentions condition on the first-round vote. This will help market assess the
likelihood of Le Pen pipping Macron in the second-round and the probability of a less
market friendly outcome. In addition to these measures, the televised debate on April
20th, scheduled for 20:00 BST, will prove influential for assessing the final outcome.

ECB Preview: Lagarde’s communication to be the driver in FX 
markets on Thursday

In March, the European Central Bank surprised both markets and many sell-side analysts,
including us, when it came out with a definitive announcement of a faster taper to the
ECB’s QE programme. This came despite Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the ongoing
war having materially changed the eurozone’s risk profile. Since the March meeting,
progress in peace talks between the two nations has been limited, clouding the medium-
term growth outlook. At the same time, Russia has intensified forces, including on
civilians, while Western countries have implemented new sanctions in response to
Russia’s actions. If anything, developments in the war have worsened both the inflation
and growth outlook for the ECB. At the same time, March’s nationwide inflation prints
from the eurozone came in well above expectations, adding to the ECB’s headaches,
while stagflationary risks became more prominent following concerns over Russian gas
supply: Germany and Austria took formal steps towards gas rationing as officials rushed
to avoid a potential halt in deliveries from Russia because of a dispute over payments. All
in all, the developments should firm the ECB’s stance to steam ahead with policy
tightening in the coming months, but next week won’t be the time for the central bank to
announce more policy changes. Instead, EUR traders should focus on the tone of the
statement, and Lagarde’s comments in the press conference around policy makers’
confidence on inflation projections.

The ECB has always emphasised its wide flexibility and optionality, which is 
dependent on incoming data. 

What the central bank hasn’t specified, however, is what the options are. We have
outlined our possible scenarios below.

The ECB tapers its QE programme to the point where asset purchases are ended in Q3
this year. This is then followed by a 10bp rate hike in September, and a 15bp rate hike
in December. While smaller increments than 25bps are not widely discussed by
market participants, we deem this option as probable given ECB President Lagarde
specifically mentioned not to be in a hurry in raising rates and stated any move will be
gradual. We think this is the option the ECB is aiming to go for if growth conditions
allow. However, it is likely that they will have to adjust this to the upside as inflationary
pressures mount. Still, we expect this option would give EURUSD a push in Q4. While
market pricing is more aggressive than this scenario, FX markets don’t seem to agree
with money markets and certainly haven’t priced in the current 50-60bps of hikes that
Overnight Index Swap traders currently see.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/euro-jolts-above-1-11-as-ecb-surprises-markets-with-hawkish-move-despite-war-in-ukraine/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/german-cpi-adds-to-the-ecbs-headaches/
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The ECB tapers its QE programme such that purchases are ended before the start of
Q3 and rates are hiked in September by 25bps. This would be in a situation where
inflation is higher for longer, but is still in line with the symmetrical inflation target the
ECB holds over the medium-term. In December, no rates would be hiked. Such a
stance could anchor inflation expectations to the point that rates aren’t tightened again
in 2022, but the eurozone growth profile will have to be able to sustain such an
increase.

A prolonged war in Ukraine and energy crisis in Europe weigh even more on inflation,
forcing the central bank to panic hike regardless of what QE looks like. This could see
an initial 10bp rate hike in June. We deem this scenario the least likely for now as
growth conditions don’t warrant this, however, uncertainties in the outlook mean our
projections are under review.

So, what does this mean for next week’s meeting? In short, not much. Lagarde is unlikely
to outline any scenarios in next week’s meeting, to allow for said flexibility and optionality.
However, markets are markets, and will still continue to scrutinise her carefully chosen
words to flip the coin on either of these scenarios. Thursday’s meeting will therefore be
interesting for financial markets despite the lack of policy action, as the uncertainties
around the outlook and markets’ urge to speculate can work as leverage on Lagarde’s
words. If Lagarde admits there are growing concerns among Governing Council
members around whether inflation will move back to their 1.9% forecast in 2024, this will
likely see EUR bulls cheer while a more dovish tone regarding economic growth similar
to the March press conference will see the EUR decline across the board.
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